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ABSTRACT
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French Research Program CLOUTERRE on Soil Nailing

F. Schlosser¹, P. Unterreiner², Associate Members, ASCE, and C. Plumelle³

Abstract

In 1986, a four year, four million dollars national research project named CLOUTERRE was initiated by the French Minister of Transport. The main objective was to develop design specifications on soil nailing for temporary and permanent soil nailed walls in excavations. In this article CLOUTERRE design specifications are presented. Four topics are developed: (1) limit state design of soil nailed structures using partial safety factors, (2) estimations of in service deformations of soil nailed walls, (3) design of the facing, and (4) durability and provisions for corrosion. Classical limit equilibrium methods adapted to soil nailed structures and completed with the "Multicriterium Rule" have proved to be efficient in predicting the failure of three full scale experimental soil nailed walls. A new procedure for taking into account safety in the design has been proposed to replace the classical global safety factor. New results have been obtained that allow to design the facing thickness as a function of the spacing between the nails. For permanent structures, recommendations have been developed to dimension the nails as a function of the service life of the structure.
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